
Accra Pac India accept the Zycoo Solution for his Plant after seeing the beauty of in-built feature
PMS(Paging Management System) to broadcast the message Manually as well as automatically..

Company Profile: Accra Pac India Pvt. Ltd. is India’s largest filler for Aerosol Products. His State
of the Art Manufacturing Plant in Vapi, Gujarat was set up in the year 1979 and today it has
emerged as an industry leader in the business of contract manufacturing of consumer products
in categories like aerosols, liquids, creams, lotions and semi solids. This Plant, South Asia’s finest,
was designed, installed & commissioned by APG, U.S.A. Engineers. On the safety front, the plant
complies to NFPA 30B. The branded manufactured products are marketed by National &
Multinational companies, catering to various industry segments ranging from pharmaceuticals,
cosmetics & toiletries to personal care & household products.

API serves various customers i.e. Glaxo, Colgate, Hindustan Unilever, Sara Lee, Henkel, Wella,
L’Oreal, Reckitt Benckiser, S.C. Johnson, Philips, J.K. Helene Curtis, Marico etc for both local
and export markets.

Requirement and Challenges: Existing setup was already equipped with well running Matrix System
Approximate with 30 users. In Current requirement, they were looking for the broadcasting or
Paging system which could be integrated with the existing intercom system. Since, Matrix is vanilla
version simple communication system so no way fit with the requirement.

So, Zycoo CooVox System came in the picture. This is a robust system equipped with so many
beautiful features. Among them the in-built feature PMS (Paging management System) is really
fantastic. And the best part which Zycoo always carry “No License for anything”. In the entire
solution the most challenging part was interop with existing Matrix System.

Solutions Proposed: Zycoo CooVox is the only system which is in-built with the required PMS feature
and without Licence. We proposed our U60 Model with 5 SIP Speaker “I Speaker C20”. Since, we need
to cater the challenge part ie. Integration with Matrix, So, also attached 4 FXO and 4 FXS card on U60
Motherboard slot. The combination of FXO-FXS help us to make 4 port channel communication in
between Zycoo and Matrix.

Benefits:

No Licencing cost so there is only one time investment on the hardware.

In Built PMS facilitate them to play Music/recorded message/Pre-scheduled message in a particular
zone or combination of zone.

Since, as per the Primary requirement, Paging should be from any intercom system, now this is
happening in a very efficient way.

Further, on the expansion part of intercom system they leveraged with 200 user in-built without any
License part.



Rough Network Setup:


